I. Optional Service/Individual Service Fees

- Charge for interlibrary loan per article (cost assessed by lending library)
- Charge per paper color print ($1.00 per sheet, $2.00 for double-sided), vinyl, transparent film, sticker paper, glossy photo paper, or fabric ($2.00 per sheet). Service is only for students and employees of the University.
- Charge for courtesy patrons only for black & white prints ($0.10 per sheet)
- Charge per poster ($5.00) Service is only for students and employees of the University.
- Charge for lamination service ($0.50 per foot) Service is only for students and employees of the University.

II. Penalty Fees

- Charge for lost/damaged or unreturned equipment – replacement cost
- Overdue fines for 7-day laptops ($10.00 per day applies to faculty, students & staff)
- Lost Book Charges
  - Oversized Books ($75.00)
  - All other Books ($50.00)
- Lost ILL Book (cost assessed by lending library)
- Overdue fines are only for courtesy patrons. ($0.10 per a day with a maximum fine of $10.00 per a book)

III. STEAMworks Lab Fees

- Charge for wide format (24” paper) inkjet HP130 color printing ($2.50/linear foot)
- Charge for 1.5” buttons ($0.20/each) and 1.5” magnets ($0.50/each)
- Charge for 3D prints ($0.07 per gram of filament + $0.25 an hour)
- Charge for Glossy 3D prints (up to $5 for items printed with PVB and processed in the Polysher alcohol nebulizer)
- Charge for Lamination ($0.50 per foot, $2 minimum for rush service)
- Charge for Shapeoko CNC machine (KU students: $1/hr for class related projects, $2/hr for club related projects, $5/hr for personal projects, $10/hr for profit jobs. All others: up to $20/hr + materials)
- Charge for vinyl decals/lettering
  - $2.00 per foot for DIY option (purchaser gets only cut vinyl, and does weeding and taping with initial instruction from STEAMworks staff)
  - $5.00 per foot for readymade option (purchaser receives ready-to-apply finished product)
- Workshops may entail a minimal participation fee, strictly to defray cost of materials
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